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a.  Handle
b.  iPad-holder
c.  iPad-plug
d.  Light indicator
e.  Volume-
and on/off-knob
f.  Speaker
g.  Charging shelves
 for spots
h.  Wheels
i.  Cable attachment
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1. Hopspots charging station

Functions:
The charging station has several functions, it:
 connects the iPad with the spots
 contains a build-in speaker
 charges and stores the spots on the shelves

Charging:
The Hopspots-spots must be charged prior to use. This 
is done  by placing the spots on the charging shelves (g) 
and attaching the cable (i) to the charging station and a 
power socket.

Connect the iPad:
Before you can play with Hopspots, the charging station 
must be connected to the iPad.

First, place the iPad in the holder (b) and connect it to the 
iPad-plug (c). Turn ON bluetooth on the iPad and turn 
ON the charging station (e). Open the Hopspots-app 
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(which can be downloaded from App Store) and log into 
the app with your username and password. Go to ”Set-
tings” in the app and turn ”Spot master” ON. Press ”Co-
lour pairing” and follow the instructions on the screen. 
When the colour pairing is complete, you are ready to 
play (go to ”Before use” for an indepth description).

Extra functions:
It is possible to connect the iPad to a projector or a 
big screen. It is also possible to play with the iPad 
without connecting it to the plug on the charging sta-
tion, in case you don’t want to use the speaker or you 
want to connect the iPad to a projector/big screen. 
However, the charging station must be ON and thus 
wirelessly connected to the iPad.
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2. Before use

Spot master:
It is important that the iPad, you’re 
using for playing, has ”Spot master” 
ON in the app settings and at the 
same time that it is OFF on other 
iPads nearby. Make sure that blue-

tooth is turned ON on the iPad, when you want to 
play. 

Switch between several iPads:
If you want to switch to another iPad,  the chosen iPad 
must be connected as the only Spot master, it must 
have bluetooth turned ON and the app must be restar-
ted.

Colour pairing:
The very first time an iPad is used with Hopspots, the 
spots have to be colour paired. The same is the case 
if you switch between several sets of spots. In the 
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last-mentioned case you can just do a colour pairing 
before you play, then you can be certain that the cho-
sen spots are registered with the iPad.
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Press Colour pairing under Settings and follow the in-
structions on the screen (see the picture on p. 7). Step on 
the spot that is shown on the screen e.g., when a yellow 
spot is shown, step on the yellow Hopspot. The order of 
the colours is preset, and you step on the 12 spots in the 
order that the screen shows. In that way the iPad knows 
which physical spots that match the spots in the app. 

Now, you are ready to play with Hopspots. Choose 
which game you want to play and follow the instructions 
on the screen.

3. Directions for use of Hopspots

Overview:
Please notice the following regarding the use of 
Hopspots:
 -  Do not immerse the Hopspots-spots, charging sta-
tion and their parts into water or any other kind of liquid.
 -  Do not turn the charging station upside down.
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 -  The spots can withstand a maximum load of 200 
kg. 
 -  Only tolerates indoor use on dry surfaces.
 
Caution! Always make sure that the non-slip rubber 
rings on the back of the spots work optimally before 
use, as the spots otherwise may slip and you may fall.
 
Warning! This product is not suitable for children 
under 3 years.

Elaborated directions for use of Hopspots:
Hopspots only tolerates indoor use on dry surfaces. 
Neither the spots nor the charging station tolerate out-
doour use, water, moisture or any other kind of fluid. 
The spots can withstand a maximum load of 200 kg. 
Hopspots is not suitable for children under 3 years. The 
charging station must not face upside down when char-
ging. The warranty is valid as long as these directions 
are complied with.
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4. Cleaning

The spots can be cleaned with a wrung cloth with a bit 
of mild detergent. Make sure the spots are complete 
dry before placing them on the charging shelves. On 
the backside of the spots there are non-slip rubber 
rings that work best when they are free of dust and dirt. 
These can, like the charging station, be cleaned with a 
dry cloth. 

5. Troubleshooting

A spot does not react or light up, what to do?
1.  Try restarting the app.
2.  Charge the spot, it may be out of power.

There is no connection between the iPad and the spots.
1.  Is the charging station turned ON? If not, turn it on and 
check again.
2.  Are more iPads set as spot masters at the same time? 
Turn spot master ON on one iPad and turn it OFF on the 
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other iPads - use the one you just turned ON for playing.
3.  Restart the app.
4.  Is the charging station out of power? Attach the pow-
er cable to the charging station and plug the other end 
into a power socket until it is fully charged. You can play 
while it charges.



Contact Aviaja Borup Lynggaard 
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